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Foreword
Robert Colquhoun (1914-1962)
and Robert MacBryde (1913-1966)
Colquhoun and MacBryde met shortly after enrolling at Glasgow School of Art
and soon began the relationship that lasted until Colquhoun’s early death aged 47.
After graduating from the School in 1937 they both applied for the Annual Travelling
Scholarship – its most prestigious award. Although not recognising the true nature of
their bonding there was such concern when Colquhoun was ultimately awarded the
prize that an equal sum was donated to MacBryde enabling them to tour France,
Italy, Belgium and Holland together in 1938 and ’39. Two early works from their
European trip are included in this exhibition, one, an oil painting of Venice by
MacBryde (cat 26) and the other, a rare Colquhoun that does not feature a human
figure as its main subject, a drawing of buildings in Foro Romano (cat 3).
In 1941, having moved to London, they were loaned a thatched cottage in
rural Worcestershire where they produced several oil paintings of landscapes
influenced by the Neo-Romantic work of older painters such as Graham Sutherland
and John Piper. These helped secure them representation at the prestigious London
gallery of Reid and Lefevre. Such was their success with the gallery that they soon
became known as ‘The Golden Boys of Bond Street’. The Post-Cubist styles that
would characterise their work quickly evolved – Colquhoun expressively depicting
figures, mostly women, often with animals; MacBryde’s work was more decorative,
sometimes including a human figure but mostly brightly patterned still lifes.
Their success in London during the 1940s prompted the artist and critic,
Wyndham Lewis, writing his regular column in The Listener magazine, to state that
Colquhoun ‘was generally recognised as one of the best – perhaps the best – of the
young artists’ before adding ‘Perhaps I should have said Colquhoun and MacBryde,
for they work together, their work is almost identical and they can be regarded almost
as one artistic organism.’
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Although working in assorted media they preferred oil paint for much of their
work. After meeting the Polish artist, Jankel Adler in 1943, he showed them how
to make monoprints, then an obscure technique where a one-off ‘print’ is made by
transferring a single or multi-coloured image from a smooth surface such as glass or
polished stone on to a paper support.
Throughout the late 40s and 50s both Colquhoun and MacBryde produced
many lithographs, a printmaking technique closely associated with monoprinting.
These were regularly shown in London’s Redfern Gallery, then forging a reputation
as a venue for these increasingly popular, limited-edition prints.
Despite becoming increasingly dependent on alcohol in the 1950s, both artists
conscientiously worked at their chosen vocation, producing hundreds of artworks
in various media. Two major theatrical set and costume commissions came their
way, the first for the ballet Donald of the Burthens for Sadler’s Wells in 1951 and
the second for a production of King Lear at Stratford in 1953, starring Michael
Redgrave.
The artistic reputations of ‘the two Roberts’ which, after their untimely deaths in the
60s, fell into decline, have over the past thirty years, been forcibly re-established and
they are now properly considered two outstanding British artists of the mid-twentieth
century with works in public collections throughout Britain and abroad.
Copyright © 2014 Roger Bristow
Roger Bristow is the author of The Last Bohemians: The Two Roberts – Colquhoun and MacBryde
by Sansom & Co., 2010.
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golden years

It is 70 years since The Scottish Gallery exhibited Paintings by British and French
Artists (1944) which included the work of both Robert Colquhoun and Robert
MacBryde. In 2010, we held The Roberts which coincided with the launch of Roger
Bristow’s book The Last Bohemians, and with permission from the Vogue archives, we
published a number of John Deakin’s photographs which helped bring the Roberts
back to life. Golden Years opens just prior to the joint retrospective at The Scottish
National Gallery of Modern Art in Edinburgh and we have compiled the largest
collection of works for sale since the Mayor Gallery exhibition in 1977. Colquhoun
and MacBryde were painters and partners in life; they were working class heroes
from Ayrshire, who emerged as stars from Glasgow School of Art. They heralded a
new era in modern art in London during the 1940s, and their work was sought for
international collections. Golden Years pays particular attention to where the artists
come from; their sexuality prevented them from living an ‘honest’ life in Scotland but
their backgrounds in Ayrshire were a constant source of inspiration and many of the
images within this catalogue, some seen for the first time, speak to their roots.
Colquhoun’s work concentrated on the human condition, whilst MacBryde’s
central theme was a stylised still life. A combination of raw talent, charisma, luck
and sheer chutzpah dominated their early careers. Their first major stroke of luck
was Robert MacBryde’s chance meeting with John Tonge, the writer and critic, at
Waverley Station in Edinburgh, 1940, who in turn introduced the Roberts to the
influential art patron, Peter Watson. Although they came from polar opposite social
backgrounds, what they had in common was an understanding of and direct contact
with European art, and all three had abandoned Europe at the outbreak of WWII.
Peter Watson recognised their talent and determined to help the Roberts and in1941,
he invited them to stay in his modernist flat in Palace Gate, Kensington. Whilst
WWII encircled and affected their lives in different ways, the Roberts via Watson,
gained access to London high society and artists including Ben Nicholson, Graham
Sutherland and John Minton. Horizon, the literary and arts review which was funded
by Peter Watson and edited by Cyril Connolly, took up the Roberts’ cause and
regular features on both artists appeared from 1942.
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They were introduced to Duncan MacDonald from the prestigious Reid & Lefevre
gallery and MacBryde suggested putting together an exhibition called Six Scottish
Painters. The exhibition included the Roberts, William Gillies, William Johnstone,
John Maxwell and Edward Baird. The success of Six Scottish Painters led to solo
exhibitions at the gallery from 1943-1950. The media ran regular features on the
artists and articles appeared in Vogue, Apollo, The New Statesman, The Studio,
The Listener, Harper’s Bazaar and Picture Post. They were young, beautiful, Scottish
and talented and their charged work, full of angst but daringly stylish somehow
summed up an era and heralded a new phase in British art.
“On its first appearance in the mid-forties, Colquhoun and MacBryde’s painting
was what people had been waiting for. Its emphatic imagery, direct emotional
appeal and legible modernity all contributed to its public success. Between the
dubious hysterics of Minton and Ayrton’s romanticism, Sutherland’s unpeopled
landscapes and the pacifism of Euston Road and its followers, Colquhoun, in
particular, struck a blow for a Celticism which was undecorative and unilaterally,
a lyrical humanism which was unassailably compassionate.” Richard Shone,
Robert Colquhoun and Robert MacBryde, Mayor Gallery, London, 1977
In 1942, they set up a studio in Bedford Gardens, Kensington and the next
year they met the Polish artist Jankel Adler (who had moved into a studio in the
same building). Adler was a Polish exile who had known Picasso and Paul Klee.
From 1943-46 they shared their studio with John Minton; this was to prove a
difficult ménagement – but one which concentrated their intoxicating creative
output. Their studio became the social hub of bohemian London but Soho was
the regular meeting place – Lucian Freud, Francis Bacon, Michael Ayrton, Dylan
Thomas, George Barker, John Craxton, Keith Vaughan, Anthony Cronin, Sydney
Graham, Elizabeth Smart, Prunella Clough were all part of the literary and artistic
circles in which they mixed. When Ken Russell (who in 1959 went on to make a
film about the Roberts), first met the artists in the mid 1940s, when he worked briefly
at Lefevre, described MacBryde as a “charming chap” and that Colquhoun “looked
like a cold blooded killer from a Western”. They were dubbed ‘The Golden Boys of
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Bond Street’ but conversely they became the leading lights of the denizens
of Soho.
But their film star status was not to last. Without realising it, they began to fall
out of favour with the critics who had once adored them. The wild parties continued
to get wilder but bad reviews, fallouts with friends and patrons and the death of
Duncan MacDonald from Reid & Lefevre in 1949 contributed to the beginning of
their decline in the 1950s. They continued to exhibit at the Redfern Gallery, London
but despite various artistic developments, they simply became unfashionable –
their particular brand of expressionism was overshadowed by abstraction. Bryan
Robertson held a retrospective of Colquhoun’s work at his Whitechapel Art Gallery
in 1958 which included several loans from Sir Colin Anderson, an important art
patron who had known and supported the Roberts since their Bedford Gardens days.
He remained ever optimistic that there would be a turn in fortunes for the painters.
When the Roberts were not in Soho, they were often in Sussex and Essex – but the
rapid decline into alcoholism and self-destruction was now entirely evident. Lucian
Freud described Robert Colquhoun from this period: “He seemed very doomed and
had a certain grandeur. He saw how tragic his situation was and also that it was
irreversible.” [p43, Soho in the Fifties & Sixties, Jonathan Fryer, 1998. National
Portrait Publications.] However, throughout this period of decline, they continued to
work; making art was the essence of who they were. In 1962 Robert Colquhoun
suffered a heart attack whilst completing work for his forthcoming exhibition at the
Museum Street Gallery and died in the arms of MacBryde. MacBryde thereafter was
unable to return to painting in any meaningful way. He moved to Dublin in 1964 and
died in a traffic accident two years later in 1966.
When the artist and playwright John Byrne was interviewed by The Independent
in 1992 about his ‘controversial’ play Colquhoun and MacBryde, he made it clear
that the play was “98 per cent made up”. ”When I went to art school in Glasgow
in 1958 they [the Roberts] were legendary. They were the only two Scottish painters
who had ‘made it’ in London… In those days the story was that they had camped
outside the gallery (Lefevre) until the gallery had taken them in. And I thought it was
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wonderful: they were so determined. They were folk heroes. They were famous to
us, and since then, apart from those who knew them in Soho, they’ve been very
neglected… And we’re great at neglecting our own talent. They were influenced
by Picasso and Braque, but they both had a talent that they were just coming into –
particularly Colquhoun. He didn’t live long enough. He died in his 40s. Painters often
get better and better. So they’d another 40 years before them. And I think it’s tragic…
I was interested in the times that Colquhoun and MacBryde lived in and became
famous in. It was in fact an innocent time. There was a kind of louche frisson in the
air – but it wasn't despicable. Whenever anybody talks about that period ‘innocent’
is the word that crops up. [The play] is a love story that spans 20 years. It’s about
two people who are bound together and happen to be artists.”
Much of the work within our exhibition has come from Davy Brown, who has
collected the work of Robert Colquhoun and Robert MacBryde since the 1960s.
Davy Brown, an artist originally from Kilmarnock, has made the Roberts a life’s work.
The exhibition covers the period from 1937-1960 from Glasgow School of Art, post
diploma studies in Europe, their Bedford Gardens Studio in London, Lewes in Suffolk
(Millers Press) Cornwall, Italy, Tilty Farm, Essex and Soho. The Scottish Gallery is
indebted to Davy Brown for his significant contribution to this catalogue and also to
Patrick Elliott from the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art for his help and advice
and access to archive photographs.
Christina Jansen
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Colquhoun
and MacBryde
A Brief Look

The seeds of Colquhoun’s subject matter had been sown in his childhood in
Kilmarnock, Ayrshire in the 1920s. As well as witnessing the poverty of the time
in the form of mass unemployment, soup kitchens and the hunger marches, he had
a fascination for animals, and early drawings exist of horses and cows, including a
series of studies drawn on the inside cover of a jotter, depicting studies of an Ayrshire
cow, along with a sketch of his baby sister Sheila, which dates it to his early years
at Glasgow School of Art. It is also well recorded that his father kept canaries in
home made cages, a subject which may have created the stimulus for his later
masterpieces such as Bradford’s Woman with Birdcage and the Tate’s The Fortune
Teller, as well as the 1951 lithograph Boy with a Birdcage (cat 15). The numerous
works of women with goats made in 1948 were inspired by the Cornish goats he
saw when he and MacBryde visited Sydney and Nessie Graham in Marazion in
the summer of 1944. During their stay there he made drawings of Nessie with her
goat Leah. The subject of the cat which appears in numerous later paintings and in
the two earlier lithographs Woman and Cat (cat 9) and The Trinket Seller (cat 8) was
probably ‘borrowed’ from the repertoire of Jankel Adler under whose influence he
happily found himself when they shared studios at 77 Bedford Gardens in London.
Both Colquhoun and MacBryde produced numerous lithographs for Miller’s Press
in the late 1940s and early 1950s as well as three each for the Curwen Press
under the direction of the master printer Stanley Jones in 1960, two years prior to
Colquhoun’s death. Miller’s Press had been set up in 1945 by the two eccentric
sisters Frances Byng-Stamper and Caroline Lucas, encouraging artists to make
drawings on transfer paper which were subsequently passed on to the printers,
either Chiswick Press or Louis Ravel in Paris. The two sisters were not only keen to
encourage Colquhoun and MacBryde to branch out into lithography and to become
part of the prestigious group of artists associated with Miller’s Press, but also provided
them with studio space and living accommodation. They were also to become two of
the Roberts’ most ardent patrons. Due to the work of Miller’s Press the sisters received
such critical acclaim that, with the close collaboration of Rex Nan-Kivell of the Redfern
Gallery, they formed the Society of London Painter-Printers in 1948.
Their first exhibition at the Redfern Gallery that year changed the course of
British printmaking and included the two Roberts’ earliest lithographs: No.7 Woman
at Table, No.8 Sideboard with Fruit and No.9 Yellow Still Life by MacBryde,
and No.23 Woman and Goat, No.24 Trinket Seller, No.25 Woman and Cat,
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No.94 Cornish Woman and Goat and No.105 London Barmaid by Colquhoun.
Also included in the exhibition were five monotypes by Colquhoun and three by
MacBryde, making them among the most prominent contributors from the cream
of British art at the time. As can be seen from the titles, figures with animals
predominate: The Trinket Seller (cat 8) (a beggar with a cat, who, according
to the notes in the City of Edinburgh exhibition catalogue of 1980, was a onelegged pedlar Colquhoun saw on Oxford Street towards the end of the war),
Woman and Goat (cat 11) and Woman and Cat (cat 9). The edition number of
these works is unknown, although an informed guess would be seventy-five, due
to the tax restrictions of the time. This applies also to MacBryde’s Woman at Table
(cat 28), Sideboard with Fruit (cat 29) and Yellow Still Life. Most of the remaining
lithographs produced by Miller’s Press were printed in editions of thirty which make
their existence among British prints of the period relatively rare. Even rarer are the
two versions of Cornish Woman and Goat (cat 10), one of which is known to be in
an edition of eight, the other unknown, as well as London Barmaid (or Woman and
Crab) (cat 6), printed in an edition of fifteen. Much mystery surrounds the edition
numbers of the work produced by the two Roberts at Miller’s Press, because after the
two sisters gave up due to their increasing frailty, the gallery was demolished, their
damp, mouldy correspondence was destroyed and very little documentation survived.
In addition to this, in those days, even when an edition size was stated, it may simply
have represented a projected figure depending upon whether or not demand for
further printing justified it. Colquhoun’s Seated Woman (1949) (cat 14) and Boy with
a Birdcage (cat 15) were most likely to have been printed in editions of thirty, as
were the lithographs of the Italian scene, Puppet Show (1951) (cat 13), Puppets at
Modena (1950) (cat 12) and Masked Figure with Horse (1949), originally intended
as illustrations for a book by George Barker, which was never realised. This applies
also to MacBryde’s St. Christopher (cat 30), Woman with a Drum, Clown (cat 34)
and the later work Peasant Girl with Book (cat 33), printed by the Curwen Press.
These are rare works which infrequently appear on the market.
Colquhoun also produced his sixteen illustrations for Poems of Sleep and Dream
at Miller’s Press in 1947. This was part of a series of excursions into modern English
poetry published by Frederick Muller Ltd. A rare sheet of four of these illustrations,
signed by the artist, is included in this exhibition, as is a unique customised copy of
one of the Sleep and Dream lithographs, printed with different colour, which was
inscribed by MacBryde and sent as a Christmas card to Colquhoun’s family.
Colquhoun’s lifelong preoccupation with the theme of ‘the horse’ and ‘the horse
and its rider’ is exemplified in the 1951 lithograph Masked Figure and Horse and in
the small 1959 monotype Crippled Man with Donkey (cat 22) as well as in the later
Mysterious Figures (cat 25) which was published by the Curwen Press in 1960 and
in the offset drawings with watercolour Man and Horse (cat 17) and The Shepherds
(cat 19). The latter two works were produced while the Roberts were living at Tilty
Mill in Essex in 1954. In addition to numerous works depicting figures with animals
made during their four years there, Colquhoun produced many drawings and
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monotypes in which two figures appear locked in conversation or in which certain
psychological tension is expressed, sometimes explicitly and at other times implicitly,
accompanied by some strange rhetorical gesture. Several observers over the years
have noted the autobiographical nature of many of these works as thinly-veiled
portraits of himself and MacBryde, in which one figure is depicted with the gaunt,
angular features of Colquhoun and the other with the more rounded face, bushy
eyebrows and pouting lips of MacBryde. The two offset drawings with watercolour
Two Figures No.1 and Two Figures No.2 may fall into this category.
While it is undoubtedly the case that the careers of the Roberts went into
decline in the 1950s, the historical reasons usually given being the death of
Duncan MacDonald of Reid and Lefevre in 1949, the advent of American Abstract
Expressionism, and their ‘eviction’ from their celebrated studio in Bedford Gardens,
the reality is not so black and white. It is true that their work did become eclipsed
by new and more fashionable movements, but they were still selling well into the
1950s and to very prestigious collectors. Sir Peter Pears, for example, purchased Girl
Playing Patience in the early 1950s for 70 guineas, a considerable sum at that time,
and the quality of work produced at Tilty Mill until 1955 is testament to the talent and
dedication of Colquhoun, backed by MacBryde’s domesticity. It is not true that Reid
and Lefevre severed ties with the Roberts after the death of Duncan MacDonald, nor
indeed after the 1950/51 show with them from which very few of the works sold.
Nor indeed is it true that the Roberts were evicted from their studio after their move
to Miller’s Press. In fact, in a letter written from Bedford Gardens in June 1951 by
MacBryde to Sir Kenneth Clark, he tells of the studio lease having just expired, the
agents refusing to renew it and of “having to quit the premises within ten days”.
As is often the case, the reality makes less interesting reading.
The Scottish Gallery is to be warmly congratulated on mounting this representative
cross-section of the work of the two Roberts. It is a fitting tribute to two of Scotland’s
most notable artists of the twentieth century, on this the centenary of Colquhoun’s birth
and following on that of MacBryde one year ago.
Davy Brown
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Photograph of Robert MacBryde and Robert Colquhoun by Felix Man (1949)
Hulton Archive/Getty Images. 77 Bedford Gardens studio, London.
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Jankel Adler, c.1948
Photograph courtesy of the Aukin family

Jankel Adler
Two Women Sewing, c.1945
Etching, 18 x 21 cms
Private collection
Jankel Adler 1895-1949
Jankel Adler was a Polish painter and printmaker, originally from Lodz. He first
came into contact with the Roberts in Glasgow after being discharged from the
Polish army in 1941. In 1943 he took a studio in the same apartment block as
the Roberts at Bedford Gardens in London. Adler was an artist who was taxed
with standing midway between Picasso and Klee; ‘a very good place to be.’
The Roberts admired Adler and his work; he was a sophisticated painter with
a direct link to European art. The Roberts had been looking for a new direction
beyond neo-romanticism and Adler provided them with a different approach
to both subject matter and painting techniques. Adler was instrumental in
introducing the Roberts to the art of printmaking.
“It would be easy to say that Colquhoun borrowed subject matter from Adler;
the source of influence is undeniably apparent, and Colquhoun willingly
acknowledged his great debt to him. Both he and MacBryde – half jokingly
– referred to Adler as ‘the master’ or ‘the wise old man’. Yet what Colquhoun
did now, as he had earlier with influences such as Lewis and Sutherland, was
to take the source of inspiration as a starting-point, and then turn it and push it
until it became part of an imagery uniquely his own.” Roger Bristow, The Last
Bohemians, p159.
The Scottish Gallery is hosting a Jankel Adler exhibition in March 2015.
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jankel adler
Bird and Cage, c.1948
Oil on canvas, 91 x 69.5 cms
From the Aukin Collection
Photograph: Goldmark Art
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robert
Colquhoun
“Anthony Cronin, the Irish Poet and friend of Colquhoun, once
wrote, ‘We do not choose our obsessions, they choose us’.
He was not referring to Colquhoun, but how easily he could
have been. My admiration for Colquhoun was inevitable.
He was the kind of artist to whom I am most readily, indeed
almost exclusively, drawn. The kind of artist that is difficult
to define. He is amongst those who deal with high emotion,
have compassion. Who are dark and sometimes tragic, who
invest the world with their own passion. ‘Those for whom the
night has come before the evening.’ They belong to the history
of Europe, and they have been very distinguished. Mantegna,
Goya, Van Gogh, Beethoven, Schumman, Burns, Baudelaire
and Donne were of their number. I am not placing Colquhoun
in that fine list, but they were his peers, and he was an artist
in their tradition. To be an artist, even a minor one, is a rare
distinction.”
William Crozier, p11, Compassionate Romantic; Lines Review,
Winter 1963

Left: Photograph of Robert Colquhoun by Felix Man (1949)
Hulton Archive/Getty Images. 77 Bedford Gardens studio, London.
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“The Roberts were awarded post-diploma scholarships at Hospitalfield,
near Arbroath, in 1938. The delicate, linear style of this drawing clearly
demonstrates the influence of James Cowie, who was resident warden of
the college at that time.” Davy Brown

1

Robert Colquhoun
Portrait of a Woman, 1938
Pencil drawing, 33.5 x 24 cms
Inscribed “fecit-1938” left centre
Provenance
Sheila Wilson; Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
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”In the summer of 1938, Colquhoun and MacBryde were awarded postdiploma travelling scholarships of £120 each enabling them to travel
extensively in Europe. While living in Paris, they enrolled at the Académie
Julian where they continued to practise life drawing. This is a rare example of
the two Roberts working closely together in 1939.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun & Robert MacBryde
Two Life Studies, 1939
Pen and ink drawings, 33.5 x 24 cms each
MacBryde sketch signed and dated lower right
Provenance
Sheila Wilson; Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
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“The Roberts arrived in Rome on the 9th of January 1939 where they
experienced great difficulty in finding accommodation. They met with equal
difficulty in merely sketching, due to the presence and the constant questioning
of Italian soldiers. This is one of a number of pen and wash drawings which
Colquhoun produced in Rome.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Behind Santa Maria Nuova in Foro Romano, 1939
Pen & ink wash drawing, 21 x 27 cms
Signed lower right and title inscribed on right hand side
Provenance
Sheila Wilson; Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
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“In the Pincio Gardens in Rome, the Roberts made the acquaintance of some
young Italian Priests, who proved to be of considerable assistance to them
during their stay in Capital. The existence of several portraits and studies of
priests also demonstrates their willingness as models.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Four Italian Priests, 1939
Charcoal, 21.5 x 29.5 cms
Provenance
Sheila Wilson; Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
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“Both figures appear in other studies for this invented composition which
pre-empts the great paintings of Actors on a stage dating from the mid 40s.”
Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Italian Actors, 1939
Pen & ink wash drawing, 23 x 22.5 cms
Provenance
Sheila Wilson; Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
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“Although there is no hard evidence to back it up, this is generally accepted to
be Colquhoun’s first lithograph for Miller’s Press (he had previously produced
the lithographic illustrations for Poems of Sleep and Dream). The catalogue for
the retrospective exhibition at the Whitechapel Gallery lists No. 252, Man
with Cat, lithograph in three colours, as being from 1944. This is highly unlikely,
and is probably an error.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Woman and Crab, 1946
(Also known as London Barmaid)
Lithograph in black and white, 42 x 28 cms
Signed lower right, edition 9 of 15
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
Illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [017] p.208
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“This work appears in the Whitechapel catalogue as no. 118, when it was lent
to the exhibition by the artist. It relates closely to the oil painting The Students
which is in the British Council collection.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Man with Microscope, 1947
Offset drawing, 24.5 x 33 cms
Signed and dated lower centre
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
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“This is the same subject as Colquhoun’s great painting of 1945 entitled The
Whistle Seller, the visual stimulus for whom, according to the notes in the City of
Edinburgh exhibition catalogue of 1981, was provided by a one-legged pedlar
whom Colquhoun used to see in Oxford Street.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
The Trinket Seller, 1948
(Also known as Beggar with Cat)
Lithograph in three colours, 38 x 29 cms
Edition no. unknown
Signed lower right
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [017] p.208
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“This is one of Colquhoun’s most iconic images, which provides the same subject
for this celebrated painting of two years earlier Woman with Leaping Cat,
which is in the Tate Gallery.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Woman and Cat, 1948
Lithograph in three colours, 38 x 26 cms
Edition no. unknown
Signed lower right
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [017] p.208
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“Colquhoun produced many works on the subject of women and goats in 1948,
deriving from studies made of Nessie Graham and her pet goats when he and
MacBryde visited her and husband Sydney Graham in Cornwall in the summer
of 1944.
Two versions of Cornish Woman and Goat were produced, both in very
small editions. A copy of the larger version is in the British Museum, no. 4, from
the edition of 22. This copy is even rarer from the edition of eight.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Cornish Woman and Goat, 1948
Lithograph in black and white, 37.5 x 27.5 cms
Edition 5/8
Signed lower right
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [017] p.208
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“This is another image of the Woman with Crab series produced in 1948 from
Colquhoun’s Cornish studies of 1944. This, along with Woman with Crab,
Cornish Woman and Goat, Woman with Cat and Beggar with Cat was
exhibited in the ground-breaking exhibition at the Redfern Gallery of 1948,
The Society of London Painters-Printers in which 153 works were exhibited.”
Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Woman and Goat, 1948
Lithograph in three colours, 41 x 30 cms
Edition no. unknown
Signed lower right
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [017] p.208
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“In 1949, George Barker was commissioned by the publisher John Lehmann to
produce a book about Italy. Colquhoun was to provide the illustrations. Despite
a lengthy visit to Italy by Barker and his partner Betty Cass, accompanied
by the two Roberts, the book was never realised. Colquhoun’s lithographs,
however, commissioned by Miller’s Press were completed and exhibited at the
Lefevre gallery in late December 1950. They appear to have been produced in
low edition numbers, because they rarely appear on the market.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Puppets at Modena, 1950
Lithograph in two colours, 43 x 36.5 cms
Edition unknown (probably 30)
Signed lower right
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [018] p.208
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Puppet Show, 1951
Lithograph in black and white, 35.5 x 37 cms
Edition unknown
Signed lower right
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
Illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [018] p.208
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“This is the final work listed in the Whitechapel Retrospective catalogue of 1958,
no 267 and appears to be the last lithograph Colquhoun produced for Miller’s
Press. Copies of this work are in the British Council Collection and Aberdeen
Art Gallery & Museum.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Seated Woman, 1949
Lithograph in three colours, 52 x 30.5 cms
Edition no. unknown (probably 30)
Signed and dated lower right
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [019] p.208
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“Colquhoun’s interest in the theme of the bird cage derives from his father’s
interest in canaries and budgerigars, which he kept outside their home in New
Mill Road in Kilmarnock. As well as in this rare lithograph, the motif appears in
two of Colquhoun’s masterpieces of 1946, Woman with Bird Cage (Bradford
City Art Gallery) and The Fortune Teller (Tate Gallery).” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Boy with a Birdcage, 1951
Lithograph, 52 x 39.5 cms
Edition of 30 printed by Miller’s Press
Signed lower right
ProvEnancE
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illuStratED
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [019] p.208
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“This unusual work was given to the Whitechapel Retrospective in 1958 by the
Redfern Gallery. It was later purchased by a Japanese investment bank and
according to the inscription lower right, was dedicated to Mizouwi Nouari.
It had been previously been exhibited in Colquhoun’s exhibition at the Redfern
Gallery in November – December 1954. This work is unusually signed twice
lower right.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Young Girl, 1952
Colour monotype, 43 x 27 cms
Signed twice and dated lower right
Exhibited
Redfern Gallery, London, Nov-Dec 1954;
Whitechapel Retrospective Exhibition, 1958
Provenance
Japanese Investment Bank; Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
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The rural setting of Tilty Mill provided Colquhoun with much of his subject
matter in the early 50s. Many of the drawings, monotypes, watercolours and
oils from this period contain horses, dogs and pigs alongside their human
masters. This watercolour was exhibited in the Redfern Gallery in November –
December 1954.
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Robert Colquhoun
Man and Horse, c.1954
Watercolour, 61 x 48.5 cms
Signed lower right
Exhibited
Redfern Gallery, London, Nov-Dec 1954
Provenance
Goldmark Gallery, Oakham; Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
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“From 1951-1954, the Roberts lived at Tilty Mill, near Dunmow in Essex, the
home of the journalist and writer Elizabeth Smart. She was the mother of
George Barker’s four children, and the Roberts were given accommodation and
studio space in exchange for looking after the Barker children.
Contrary to common belief, the period at Tilty Mill was a highly fruitful time
for them, at least for Colquhoun. Apart from their collaboration in set designs,
MacBryde appears to have produced little work, expending his energy on
domestic matters.
One of Colquhoun’s greatest works, Three Figures in a Farmyard in the
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, was produced here, along with the
many studies relating to it. The pose of The Farmer relates closely to the totemic
figure of the woman in the finished painting.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
The Farmer, 1954
Colour monotype, 51 x 31 cms
Artist initials upper left
Provenance
Private collection, London
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“During their time at Tilty Mill, Colquhoun produced many drawings of two male
figures. The autobiographical nature of many of Colquhoun’s works on this
theme has been the subject of much discussion, especially the brightly coloured
paintings of 1947.
In this work, the distance between the two males may be symbolic of the
growing rift between the two Roberts, due to Colquhoun’s affair with Elizabeth
Smart’s friend, Cedra Castellaine, who was secretary to the portrait painter
Annigoni. Colquhoun was, in fact, bisexual.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
The Shepherds, 1954
(also known as Two Men and Horse in Field)
Offset drawing and watercolour, 49 x 36 cms
Signed and dated lower left
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“A monotype is made by spreading printer’s ink or thinned oil paint over a sheet
of glass or marble with a roller, then this sticky film is worked into with fingers,
brushes, sticks or an improvised tool. A sheet of paper is then placed over the
drawing, pressed down, and peeled off to give one reversed, unique print.
Colquhoun became a modern master of this technique which is neither painting
nor drawing and relies for its texture on accident.”
Malcolm Yorke, The Spirit of Place, Nine Neo-Romantic Artists
and Their Times, 1988, Constable & Company Ltd [p.250]
“The fragmented technique in the heads of the man and woman in this unusual
monotype are reminiscent of the work of Jankel Adler from whom Colquhoun
learned much in 1943-44, while sharing studio accommodation at 77 Bedford
Gardens in London. This work was exhibited at the Parton Gallery in October
– November 1957 and was no. 242 in the Whitechapel Retrospective
catalogue the following year.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Figures in Red and Yellow No.2,1957
Colour monotype, 59.5 x 40.5 cms
Signed lower right
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
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Colquhoun’s first skill was as a draftsman and he says that it is maybe this which
has led him to his “endless concern with the human form”. Colquhoun paints
almost nothing but people, countless paintings… and in particular peasant
people who loomed so large in his Scottish childhood.
“Most of my earlier paintings were of Hebridean women… peasants doing
something or other. And I think I was quite conscious of the fact that they were
nostalgic and came out of rather romantic memories of the place I came from.
I have used figures for a long time. These figures are usually female figures,
maybe not very prepossessing. They wear funny hats, and wear peculiar
dresses. I don’t think that whatever approximate to the Venus de Milo but in
that I think lies their interest. But all of them, are always an exercise in the use
of paint and shapes. This, I think is because I am interested in the human figure
almost as a thing in itself. It has a value which is always changing and ending…
and you can ring the changes on it forever.” Robert Colquhoun, 1959, Scottish
Painters, Monitor Series. Directed by Ken Russell.
“This beautiful late drawing was exhibited at the Kaplan Gallery, London, and
may have been entitled Two Sisters, a subject painted often by Colquhoun
in 1944-45. This use of intertwined lines and shapes express beautifully the
intimacy of the two figures. This work was illustrated in The Painter and Sculptor,
Spring 1963.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Seated Women, 1959
(Also known as Two Sisters)
Offset drawing, 57 x 42 cms
Signed lower right
Arts Council of Great Britain and title label verso
Provenance
Kaplan Gallery, London, 1959
Illustrated
The Painter & Sculptor, 1963, volume 5, no. 4, page 18
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“In 1959, the Roberts were living in the Suffolk village of Kersey. It was there
that Ken Russell made his short film of the Roberts at work, entitled Scottish
Painters, which was televised by the BBC that year.
It was also there that Colquhoun produced a fine series of monotypes in
which he revisited previous themes which included horses, donkeys and bulls.
He produced a group of monotypes of men on horseback which come close
to matching the masterpieces of 1946. This monotype dates from this period.”
Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Crippled Man with Donkey, 1959
Black and white monotype, 16 x 15.5 cms
Provenance
Goldmark Gallery, Oakham; Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
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“In 1959, the writer and friend of Colquhoun, Oliver Bernard was working
for a London advertising agency. He commissioned Colquhoun to produce
a series of drawings as part of an advertising campaign for an engineering
company. Although the works were ultimately considered unsuitable, Colquhoun
received payment. Bernard inherited the drawings and later asked the Mayor
Gallery to sell them on his behalf. Twenty-nine of them were eventually acquired
by the City Art Centre, Edinburgh, although in a letter describing the works,
Bernard claims that there were other drawings, but no details were given. Both
Woman with Flowers and Classical Portrait are likely to have been part of the
commission.” Davy Brown
Robert Colquhoun
23 Woman with Flowers, 1959
Pen & ink drawing, 51 x 38 cms
Exhibited
Portrait of a Gallery, The Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh, 2010, illustrated p.31
Provenance
Duncan Miller Fine Art, London
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Robert Colquhoun
Classical Portrait, 1959
Pen drawing, 37 x 26.5 cms
Signed lower centre
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
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“In 1960, whilst living with my parents (Mr and Mrs Gibbs) the owners of The
Bell Inn, Kersey Suffolk, Robert Colquhoun and Robert MacBryde were frequent
visitors. One day, in 1960 they came in and each gave me one of the latest
proofs. Colquhoun gave me his one, which he asked me to name. I named
it The Journey as I told him it reminded me of Mary riding on the donkey into
Bethlehem. He signed it for me. I see now that it has been renamed Mysterious
Figures. The two Roberts lived just up the road from the Inn and were such an
interesting couple.” Julianne Gibbs, 2014
“The bulk of the lithographs produced by Colquhoun and MacBryde were
commissioned by Miller’s Press in the late 40s and early 50s. However, in
1960 the Roberts produced three lithographs, each published by the Curwen
Press under the direction of the master printer Stanley Jones.
Copies of all six are in the collection of the Tate Gallery. The other two
Colquhouns are Two Horsemen and Head of Absalom. A copy is also held
by the Fry Art Gallery, Essex.” Davy Brown
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Robert Colquhoun
Mysterious Figures, 1960
Lithograph in two colours, 40.5 x 54 cms
Edition of 50
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [021] p.208
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
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robert
macbryde
“Robert MacBryde was the Laird of Tilty. He is the laird of any
company he is in. To me he is the greatest artist of the lot of us.
Greater than Robert Colquhoun, Jankel Adler, Francis Bacon,
Victor Pasmore or Josef Herman… And this is the reason why
I think so: Because he worked in a greater medium than
theirs. His medium was love of human beings… He was the
best provider of any artist I have known. If you met him in a
Florentine street he’d take you on a short tram ride at the end
of which there’d be a meal of pasta slowly simmering on the
stove. He has had the best life of anybody I have known…
He was a Celt, a king and a radical. He had a Latin love of
life and a Scots sense of simplicity. He could turn a cup of tea
into a feast.”
Paul Potts, Dante Called You Beatrice, 1960

Left: Robert MacBryde, Tilty Mill, May 1952. Photograph taken by John Deakin
Credit: McBride family courtesy of The Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art
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This picture was a gift from Robert to his mother. It would have represented the
success of winning his Glasgow School of Art travelling award and also how
far he had come in reaching his goal of becoming an artist. A parallel can
perhaps be drawn between the female figure in the street scene to that of his
mother in Maybole. The bold outlines of the buildings, the stylised shadow and
the design of the stonework on the arch relate to his later, bolder works.
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Robert MacBryde
European Street Scene with Stone Archway, 1938
Oil on canvas, 35 x 28.5 cms
Signed with initials lower right
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“I set out to make statements, in visual terms, concerning the things I see, and
to make clear the order that exists between objects which sometimes seem
opposed. I do this because it is the painter’s function, generally speaking, to
explore and demonstrate in his work the interdependency of forms. This leads
me beneath the surface appearance of things, so that I paint the permanent
reality behind the passing incident, the skeleton which is the basic support of
the flesh. In doing this I perceive a ‘pictorial logic’ which dictates that, if a
certain line or colour exists in a painting, there must be certain other lines and
colours which allow the completed painting to be an organic whole.”
Robert MacBryde, Picture Post, 1949
Still Life with Calf’s Head is a rare example of Robert MacBryde’s work; an
uneasy composition of basic foodstuffs in preparation for a pot of soup.
The painting captures the tensions of everyday domestic life in uncertain times.
It is also the departure point from his earlier, romantic still life paintings into a
more complex, bolder series of narrative paintings.
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Robert MacBryde
Still Life with Calf’s Head, c.1948
Oil on canvas, 71 x 91 cms
Signed
exhibited
The Roberts, The Scottish Gallery, Edinburgh, 2010, illustrated p.24
provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [008] p.81
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“This lithograph was commissioned by Miller’s Press in 1948 and was exhibited
in the Redfern exhibition of the same year, The Society of London PaintersPrinters. A copy is owned by the British Council.” Davy Brown
Robert MacBryde
28 Woman at Table, 1948
Colour lithograph, 40 x 32 cms
Edition unknown
Signed lower right
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [022] p.208
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“Like Woman at Table (cat 28), this lithograph was commissioned by Miller’s
Press and exhibited in 1948 in the Redfern exhibition, Society of London
Painters-Printers. A copy owned by the British Council.” Davy Brown
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Robert MacBryde
Sideboard with Fruit, 1948
Colour lithograph, 28 x 38 cms
Edition no. unknown – possibly 75
Signed lower right
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [022] p.208
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“This rare lithograph was commissioned by Miller’s Press in 1949. It rarely
appears on the market. A copy is owned by the British Council.” Davy Brown
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Robert MacBryde
St. Christopher, 1948
Colour lithograph, 66.5 x 51 cms
Edition: probably 30
Signed lower right
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [022] p.208
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“… Both artists share in common an interest in the human figure but MacBryde’s
passion for shape and form always leads him back to still life. ‘I do not know
why for instance I cut a cantaloupe in half, a lemon or an apple etc. I suppose
cutting it reveals a pattern inside that I can cope with… I especially like the
colour yellow… I don’t have a special arrangement or anything on a table…
I simply use things almost where they are in the room – so I seem to work more
in still life than anything else.’ MacBryde’s interest is in form and shape and
colour.” Robert MacBryde, 1959, Scottish Painters, Monitor Series. Directed by
Ken Russell.
“This is one of the three lithographs by MacBryde by the Curwen Press in 1960.
A copy of this print is in the Tate Gallery Collection.” Davy Brown
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Robert MacBryde
Still Life on Pedestal Table (Still Life II), 1960
Lithograph in two colours, 64 x 52 cms
Edition no. unknown (possibly 50)
Signed lower right
Exhibited
Barbizon Gallery, Glasgow, 1996
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [024] p.208
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MacBryde’s lithographs also echo his still life paintings but the lithographs also
highlight his flair for design, colour, pattern and style. Both would create a
‘stage’ for their pictures, a framework in which a certain tension or number of
narratives could be held.
“This is one of the three lithographs produced by MacBryde and published
by the Curwen Press in 1960. The mysterious lettering in the centre of the
composition is most likely explained by incorrect transpositioning of the word
‘CAPE’, printed on the crumbled paper beneath the halved citrus fruit imported
from South Africa.
Copies of this are held by the Tate Gallery, The Dick Institute, Kilmarnock
and the Argyll collection for schools.” Davy Brown
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Robert MacBryde
Still Life I, 1960
Lithograph in blue and black, 60 x 40 cms
Signed in a rush – signature reversed upper left
Edition 29/30
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [024] p.208
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“This is one of the three final prints produced by MacBryde for the Curwen Press
in 1960, and the only figure composition of the three. The same table behind
the woman appears in one of the other lithographs in the trio, Still Life I. This
is the most rarely seen of MacBryde’s three Curwen Press lithographs. A copy is
in the Tate Gallery collection.” Davy Brown
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Robert MacBryde
Peasant Girl with Book, 1960
Lithograph in black and white, 50 x 30 cms
Signed lower right
Edition 6/50
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [023] p.208
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“This lithograph was published by Miller’s Press. A copy is owned by the
British Council.
MacBryde showed an intuitive understanding of the printmaking process.
Each was made in three colours and utilised the printing ink’s transparency to
overprint on each other, greatly increasing the print’s chromatic range.”
Roger Bristow, The Last Bohemians
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Robert MacBryde
Clown, 1950
Colour lithograph, 53 x 39.5 cms
Edition no. unknown
Provenance
Private collection, Dumfries & Galloway
illustrated
The Last Bohemians by Roger Bristow, 2010, illustrated [023] p.208
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Colquhoun
and MacBryde
biographical notes
1913

Robert MacBryde born in December, Maybole, Ayrshire. The McBride family was a
poor working class family. He went to Cairn Primary School and his artistic skills were
encouraged by his teacher, Mrs Kennedy. He went to the newly built Carrick Academy
for only a year before having to leave and find work. Like many of his friends, he was a
regular at the local cinema, which may have encouraged his yearning for a different kind
of life.

1914

Robert Colquhoun born December, Kilmarnock, Ayrshire. Colquhoun drew and
painted as a child, encouraged by his family and helped at a local school by the art
master. Kilmarnock was a rural community, partly industrialised, agricultural town. The artist
was affected by the surrounding landscape: dairy farms, lush country, sparse moorlands,
strong colour. Particularly vivid colour and brilliant light along nearby coast.

1927	Robert MacBryde leaves school to work in Maybole’s Lees Boot Factory for five years.
He saves money for his art school dream and continues to draw and paint. With little or
no external help, MacBryde’s single-minded determination and talent secures him a place
at Glasgow School of Art.
1933	Robert Colquhoun wins a scholarship to Glasgow School of Art and meets Robert
MacBryde – the two students become inseparable lifelong partners. They studied under
Hugh Crawford and Ian Fleming. Stimulated by the first exhibitions of French painting in
Glasgow: Manet, Degas, Cézanne, van Gogh, early Picasso. At this time Colquhoun
was more interested in the work of the 20th century and the late 19th century than in the
old masters. Occasional brief trips to Paris from Glasgow. Both artists embrace European
art. Whilst at Art School they won a prize for drawing; the post-diploma award for an
additional year at the school, which was spent at Hospitalfield, Arbroath; and finally, they
secure a travelling scholarship for £120.
1938	Leave Glasgow with travelling scholarship for Europe. France: Paris, Marseilles, Aix,
Avignon, Orange. Italy: Rome, Venice, Florence. Colquhoun was more intent upon
painting than on drawing during this period. Colquhoun at this time is slightly influenced
by Gauguin, and the clear, incisive manner of Wyndham Lewis. Around this time, Robert
MacBryde’s younger sister Jessie dies of tuberculosis.

Memories from home Robert Colquhoun (1914-1962)
Top row, left to right: Robert Colquhoun as a baby, 1915; Robert with his mother and father,
c.1915; Robert’s mother and aunt, c.1918. Second row, left to right: Robert at Loanhead Primary
School (centre), c.1920; Robert at Kilmarnock Academy, c.1929; Family garden at New Mill
Road. Father standing outside looking at his collection of canaries, c.1927. Third row, left to right:
Robert with friends, c.1931; Garden at New Mill Road, Kilmarnock; Home made bird cages,
New Mill Road. Fourth row, left to right: Robert, c.1933; Family holiday, c.1927, possibly the
Brown Carrick Hill beyond the Heads of Ayr.
Photographs: Courtesy of the Colquhoun family via The Dick Institute, Kilmarnock
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1939 	Return from France due to the outbreak of war at the end of the year and both return
to Ayrshire.
1940 	Ayrshire, painting at home. Both artists called up for military service. MacBryde fails
medical and is immediately sent to hospital and receives treatment for tuberculosis.
Colquhoun is called into the Royal Army Medical Corps: stationed at Edinburgh and Leeds.
1940 	MacBryde meets John Tonge, an art critic and writer in Edinburgh. John Tonge introduces
MacBryde to Peter Watson, a major arts patron.
1941 	Colquhoun is invalided out of the Army; both artists return to Ayrshire and then to London.
In London, they received initial support and encouragement from Peter Watson, who was
at that time publishing Horizon. They met John Minton, Michael Ayrton, Keith Vaughan,
John Craxton, Dylan Thomas, and other painters and writers who emerged during the
1940s. They find their own studio, which they then share with John Minton at 77 Bedford
Gardens, Kensington. During this time they meet Sir Colin Anderson, one of their earliest
patrons and, at that time, next-door neighbour. Colquhoun joins the Civil Defence Corps as
an ambulance driver. Colquhoun suffers from a period of depression at this time; he is not
free of the responsibility of war. From now until 1944 the artist frequently painted at night
because of alternating day shifts on Civil Defence work.
1942 	MacBryde organises their first mixed exhibition in London at the Lefevre Gallery, entitled:
Six Scottish Painters – Robert MacBryde, Robert Colquhoun, William Johnstone, William
Gillies, Edward Baird and John Maxwell. In Colquhoun’s pictures the slight influence of
Wyndham Lewis is still present.
1943 	A friendship commenced with Jankel Adler, who arrived in London from Glasgow and
settled in a studio in the same building in Bedford Gardens. Both artists enjoy their first
one-man show exhibition at Lefevre Gallery. Colquhoun’s work begins concentrating on
the figure and the human condition, in paintings and drawings, rather than on landscapes
or figures in landscapes. They meet George Barker, the poet, and begin a long friendship
with him and his then partner, the Canadian poet and writer, Elizabeth Smart. At about
the same time, they also meet Sydney Graham, the poet, and stay with him in Cornwall,
where the Colquhoun makes many drawings of white goats. These animals were used
later, in 1947-48, in several paintings and prints.

Horizon, Six Scottish
Painters, 1942

	MacBryde’s career concentrates mainly on group exhibitions from this point.
1944 	Colquhoun enjoys a second one-man exhibition in London at the Lefevre Gallery: themes
include Hebridean woman, card players, grieving women. A new series of paintings,
more personal in structure, form and use of paint than before. An original mood
established. The subjects were partly based upon memory but contain a strong and
personal degree of invention. Colour nostalgic or imagined: in general, very still and quiet
in feeling. Both artists participate in Paintings by British and French Artists, Lefevre Gallery,
London and which also tours to Aitken Dott & Son (The Scottish Gallery), Edinburgh.

Memories from home ROBERT MACBRYDE (1913-1966)
There are no known school photographs of Robert MacBryde. This indicates how poor his family
were; often families did not want to own photographs where their poverty was apparent.
Top row, left to right: An ill looking MacBryde with friend outside the ‘wee corner shop’ at the top
of Weavers Vennel, Maybole. c.1930.
Second row, left to right: Robert in smart suit, c.1933; Agnes and John McBride, c.1933.
Third row, left to right: Robert MacBryde with his mother. There is very strong evidence to suggest
that this picture was taken at the opening of British and French Paintings at Aitken Dott Ltd (The
Scottish Gallery) on Castle Street, December 1944. His mother clearly disliked the image of
herself and folded the picture so that only Robert could be seen.
Photographs courtesy of The Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art

Two postcards,
same destination:
To Mrs Colquhoun,
Robert’s mother.
25 August 1944
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The Roberts visited Scotland in December 1944 along with John Minton and it is highly
likely that both artists attended the private view at The Scottish Gallery.
1945

Frequent visits to Denis Wirth-Miller and Richard Chopping at Wivenhoe, Essex.
Colquhoun spent much time on the river and exploring the district. Later, a series of offset
drawings were made based on boats, people and landscape details. MacBryde makes
the still life his central subject.

1946 	Much contact and many conversations with Jankel Adler. Group exhibitions continue at the
Lefevre Gallery, which includes the beginning of Colquhoun’s series of women with leaping
cats, including the version now in the Tate Gallery; The Woman with a Birdcage, The
Whistle Seller and The Fortune Teller. Colquhoun begins experimenting with monotypes for
the first time. Originally stimulated by the example of Degas, the artist saw the possibilities
of a medium which might lend itself to the expression of ideas in an intermediary stage
between drawing and painting. The nature of the medium, in itself, suggested possibilities
for development in subsequent paintings.
	The Roberts go to Ireland: Crosshaven and Cork, for eight weeks. Colquhoun made
many monotypes in Ireland based on immediate observation of Irish women and rural life.
These direct studies were a departure from Colquhoun’s usual method of picture-making.
The Roberts make a return trip to Scotland which is a disaster for Robert Colquhoun, as
his family question the nature of his relationship with Robert MacBryde. Colquhoun never
returns to Scotland.
1947 	Colquhoun enjoys another one-man exhibition at the Lefevre Gallery. Irish monotypes, with
Irish paintings deriving from them, exhibited with other paintings of actors and spectators,
students, the fishwife, the two sisters, and a late painted version of the Seated Women
with a Cat motif, now in the Arts Council collection.
	The Roberts participate in the Seventh Exhibition at the Anglo French Art Centre alongside
Jankel Adler, Francis Bacon, Edgar Hubert, Julian Trevelyan.
	The artists meet Frances Byng Stamper, of Miller’s Press, Lewes, who become their friend
and patron. Colquhoun and MacBryde spent nearly two years in Lewes, where they were
provided with a studio. Both artists produce lithographs and drawings for Miller’s Press;
continue to paint; and receive much support and encouragement from Mrs Byng Stamper
and her sister, Caroline Lucas. The series of paintings of women with goats, deriving
from the visit to Cornwall in 1943, were produced in Lewes. Colquhoun produced the
lithographs for Poems of Sleep and Dream edited by W. J. Turner and Sheila Shannon and
selected by Carol Stewart (Frederick Muller, London).
1948 	Colquhoun exhibits a small group of earlier paintings and drawings at the Lefevre Gallery
for Modern British Painters. George Barker visits the Roberts at Lewes and suggests that
Colquhoun should illustrate a book on Italy for John Lehmann, the text to be written by
Barker. Miller’s Press commissioned, separately, a set of six lithographs of the Italian scene.
Following the initial suggestions of Sir Kenneth Clark and Sir Colin Anderson, Leonide
Massine approached Colquhoun and MacBryde with the idea that the artists should
design the costumes and décor for a Scottish ballet, which later became Donald of the
Burthens. Work on these designs was commenced leaving for Italy the following year.
MacBryde continues to paint many of his best still life paintings from this period.
1949 	To Italy: Brescia, Modena, Verona, Venice, Florence, Siena and Rome. They see the
puppet plays at Modena and the Palio at Siena and use these themes later in a series of
paintings and prints. Colquhoun and MacBryde make many sketchbooks and drawings
whilst in Italy. Barker’s book on Italy with illustrations by Colquhoun did not materialise.
The lithographs for Miller’s Press were completed.

Seventh Exhibition, 1947
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Clockwise from top left:
MacBryde and Colquhoun in Peter Watson’s flat, Palace Gate, Kensington, c.1951. Photographer unknown
Closing Time. Elizabeth Smart with Robert MacBryde, Soho, April 1964. Photograph: Fiona Green
Tilty Mill, c.1952. Left to right: Cedra Castellaine holding Rosie Barker, Robert MacBryde, Robert Colquhoun
with Sebastian and Christopher Barker. Photograph: Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art
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Duncan MacDonald, a Director of the Lefevre Gallery and a great friend and supporter of
the artist, dies.
	Their ‘master’, Jankel Adler, dies. 1949 is a devastating year for the Roberts.
1950 	The Roberts quit their Bedford Gardens Studio and move to Tilty Mill, Dunmow, Essex,
which Elizabeth Smart is renting from the Scottish writer, Ruthven Todd. They are employed
to look after Elizabeth’s four children in a bohemian and unconventional set up. They
transform one of the outhouses into a studio. Here the artists meet many poets and writers
and the Mill becomes the social centre for their group. Massine again gets into touch with
the Roberts about the final plans for the ballet Donald of the Burthens, and work proceeds.
Colquhoun has a one-man exhibition at the Redfern Gallery of drawings, watercolours and
monotypes and also has a one man exhibition at the Lefevre Gallery.
1951 	Production of the ballet Donald of the Burthens at the Covent Garden with choreography
by Leonide Massine, décor costumes by Colquhoun and MacBryde; music by Ian White
and, Alexander Grant and Beryl grey dancing the principal roles.
	The designs for the ballet were exhibited at the Redfern Gallery, London. Colquhoun
continued to live in Essex, and made many drawings of pigs, horses and dogs.
	Colquhoun exhibited a figure painting in the Arts Council exhibition 60 Paintings for 1951.
	Colquhoun has his last one-man exhibition at the Lefevre Gallery of Italian subjects:
puppets, the Palio, masked figures, etc. It receives poor reviews.
	Robert MacBryde completes a mural design for The Tavern of the Oronsay, P&O Ferries.
1952 	Colquhoun continues his series of animal drawings at Tilty Mill, particularly of horses.
MacBryde continues to paint and draw but his time is mostly taken up with childcare and
looking after Colquhoun.
1953 	Production of King Lear at Stratford with designs for décor and costumes by Colquhoun;
music by John Gardiner; Michael Redgrave as the King; Marius Goring as the Fool; and
Yvonne Mitchell as Cordelia; Produced by George Devine.
Exhibited Figures in Farmyard in the Contemporary Art Society show Figures in their Setting.
1954 	The Roberts return to London from Essex.
	Robert MacBryde participates in two mixed exhibitions at the Redfern Gallery, London
and also makes a rare visit to Edinburgh where he is also taking part in a group exhibition,
possibly connected to the Redfern Gallery.
1956

Exhibited Winter Group in the Contemporary Art Society Season exhibition.

	Peter Watson found dead in his Palace Gate flat.
1957 	Colquhoun has a one-man exhibition of watercolours, drawings and monotypes at David
Archer’s Parton Gallery, London. Robert MacBryde participates in a group exhibition at the
Crane Gallery, Manchester and also at Liverpool Art Gallery.
John Minton commits suicide.
1958 	Robert Colquhoun has a retrospective exhibition organised by Bryan Robertson at
the Whitechapel Art Gallery, London. This is an astonishing exhibition of 267 works.
The Roberts go to Spain on the proceeds.
1959 	The Roberts live a nomadic existence between Soho and Essex. They become associated
with the East Bergholt group of artists and are befriended by the Scottish artists Pat
Douthwaite and William Crozier.
	Ken Russell filmed the Roberts in Suffolk for the BBC’s Monitor Series. Scottish Painters was
broadcast on 25th October 1959.
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“I was able to make a film of those two distant, dark heroes of my early gallery days,
MacBryde and Colquhoun. It lasted 10 minutes and is the most enjoyable film I’ve ever
made. They were great guys, the last of the real Bohemian painters.”
1960

Recent Paintings by Robert MacBryde, Recent Drawings by Robert Colquhoun is their last
joint exhibition at the Kaplan Gallery.

	MacBryde produced his last three colour prints for Paul Potts’ publication Beatrice Called
you Dante. Also used in 1973 for Invitation to a Sacrament.
1962 	Robert MacBryde’s two monotypes are published in An Illustrated Anthology of Poetry,
Montreal, F. Sangorski & G. Sutcliffe (regarded as the greatest bookbinders of the 20th
century). Commissioned by Saul Shapiro, the book includes works by John Minton,
John Craxton. The poem To Jankel Adler by George Barker accompanies Colquhoun’s
monotypes.
	Robert Colquhoun collapses and dies from a heart attack in his studio at the Museum
Street Galleries, London on 20th September while working on a drawing for his exhibition.
His exhibition New Work by Colquhoun runs from October 3 to November 3. He is
buried in Kilmarnock.
“On the last evening I saw him we seemed to have a lot to say. He talked of Allan Ramsay
and of how as a small boy he had travelled from his home in Kilmarnock to the beach at
Troon and had climbed on the Brown Carrick Hill beyond the Heads of Ayr. It was a day
without incident. We had drank and talked like this before. That it was a day that cannot
be repeated is a very private sadness.” William Crozier, Compassionate Romantic, Lines
Review, Winter, 1963, p.11
1962-66	Robert MacBryde travels to Spain with financial assistance from Francis Bacon, then
lives with Elizabeth Smart in Bayswater, London, with various periods of travel. There are
optimistic projects discussed including a book on the work of Colquhoun and he is offered
work at various art summer schools. He goes to Cork, then Dublin, staying with Patrick
Kavanah in Upper Leeson Street.
1966 	Robert MacBryde produces his last known drawing for the front cover of the publication
The Holy Door, Dublin. He is paid £25.
He dies in motor accident and is buried in Maybole, Ayrshire.
This biography mirrors the biography
produced by the Mayor Gallery
Memorial Exhibition, 1977

The Holy Door, 1966
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Right: Robert MacBryde, St. Christopher, 1948 (cat 30)

‘There’s a trick we haven’t tried, MacB
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